PRESS RELEASE
REFRESHER TRAINING FOR MMT (MALE / FEMALE)
DRIVERS BY BELGIAN INSTRUCTORS
As part of a holistic approach to ensuring Road Safety for the year 2009
and beyond, key issues such as Road Safety and Fuel Efficiency have
taken prominence in MMT.
This year round, Management of MMT has taken several measures to
ensure the implementation of such projects right from passenger
education, through to driver / driver instructor training, refresher courses
(practical & theoretical) and assessment of drivers over a period of time.
Management of Metro Mass Transit Ltd. in its bid to intensify training to
achieve Road Safety and Fuel Efficiency among its drivers nationwide
has recruited 24 ladies who are currently undergoing training as bus
drivers for the Company.
For the third time this year, another refresher course dubbed “train –the –
trainer” will involve MMT drivers undergoing obstacle training (the first
of its kind in Ghana) with our specially designated training buses. The
aim of this is to enhance the driving skills of MMT drivers.
This December, four (4) Belgian instructors will be in the country with
support from the Belgian Government, to train MMT driver Instructors
on how to re-train MMT drivers to AVOID and MINIMIZE the spate
of road crashes in the country.
As part of the training activities, MMT drivers / driver instructors who
have undergone training within the year will be re-trained and assessed
whilst new ones would be confirmed at the Independence Square today.

Management hopes and expects that these training programs would
improve MMT driver’s adherence to Road Safety regulations and Fuel
Efficiency practices to enable us continue charging affordable fares.
Our cherished passengers should note that their safety on any MMT bus
is our priority all year round and especially during the festive season thus
the need to implement this program.
Our passengers are reminded to “ALWAYS INSIST ON YOUR
TICKET” anytime you board MMT buses.
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Signed; Henk Visschers
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